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News
Amazon Alexa
By: Natalie Greiner

	 Amazon’s,	new	product,	Alexa,	is	being	swiped	off	shelves	like	
mad. People are going crazy to buy the new product. The main idea of 
the Alexa is that you can ask it any question, and she will give you the 
answer. The down side to the product is that some people think that you 
need	to	shut	off	your	Alexa,	or	else	it	can	hear	all	of	your	conversations.	
There have been some cases when the police have used an Alexa to 
find	 the	culprit	of	crimes,	and	 in	some	cases	even	murder.	Despite	 the	
creepy aspect of Alexa, there are also many upsides to it. Many people 
who have disabled family members. have said that Alexa has helped 
those that are disabled. For example, a man who is blind can hook up 
the lights in the house to the Alexa, and turning on all of the lights on 
the	whole	first	floor	can	be	as	easy	as	saying,	“Alexa,	first	floor	 lights	
on.”	Or,	turning	on	the	television,	“Alexa,	TV	on.”	My	family	has	found	
that our Alexa makes cooking and entertaining easier. For example, 
my	mother	will	commonly	ask	our	Alexa,	“What	are	some	recipes	 for	
spaghetti bolognese?” So, all things considered while there are downsides 
to the Alexa, there are also many perks to getting the Amazon Alexa.

Lebron Vs Curry
By Nathan Au

 LeBron James arrived here shooting a career-best 42.1 percent 
on	three-pointers	in	the	playoffs—after	being	a	32.1	percent	postseason	
three-point shooter for his career until this season. Even if James missed 
his	first	17	three-point	shots	in	these	Finals,	he'd	still	be	shooting	better	
for	 this	 playoffs	 than	 he	 did	 last	 postseason	when	 his	 34	 percent	was	
already a massive upgrade from his 22.7 percent in 2015 when his 
Cleveland	Cavaliers	lost	to	Curry's	Golden	State	Warriors.	As	these	two	
former MVPs prepare to compete once more for the NBA title, they are 
making the most out of knowing each other even as they compete against 
one another. Curry and James have an inspiration to better themselves 
by being more like each other. Maybe their meeting is the result of the 
natural progression any player undergoes. Perhaps neither has made a 
conscious	choice	 to	 rival	 the	other.	Whatever	 the	 reason,	 it	 is	a	higher	
plane where Curry and James currently live, each of them having won 
one	NBA	championship	at	the	other's	expense.	And	with	that	has	come	
a	mutual	respect.	But	for	the	moment,	it's	a	healthy	relationship	between	
Curry and James, basketball’s two true giants, no matter how much time 
was spent this season debating whether the MVP was James Harden or 
Westbrook.	Perhaps	this	third	installment	of	Cavs-Dubs	would	be	more	
interesting if James still held on to some of the anger he had before, 
according	 to	 league	 sources,	 over	 Curry's	 explosion	 in	 popularity.	
James is compared to Michael Jordan, against whom he never played, 
has generated more debate than his current rivalry with Curry, even 
though these two have led their collision-course teams to a combined 
24-1	record	in	the	playoffs.	Curry	will	never	be	as	strong	as	James,	but	
Curry	has	definitely	gotten	stronger	and	more	willing	to	pace	himself	to	
have	 energy	 for	 this	 final	 series	 of	 the	 season.	Through	 determination	
and with that strength, Curry has also decreased the gap between him 
and	James	at	the	defensive	end,	even	if	he	won't	ever	be	able	to	close	it.	
Meanwhile,	whether	it's	the	natural	evolution	of	a	star	who	knows	he	has	
to settle for a greater number of jumpers later in his career or stealing a 
page	from	Curry's	book,	James	arrives	at	this	series	with	more	of	a	three-
point	weapon	at	his	disposal	 than	ever	before.	As	they	face	off	now	in	
Round	3,	we	see	that	they're	not	even	afraid	to	be	more	like	each	other.

New Way of Colored Printing
By: Logan Morrison

 Researchers have developed a new strategy for colored printing. 
The colors usually fade after using colored ink cartridges several times. A 
way	to	fix	this	issue	is	using	carved	nanostructures	to	put	together	colors.	
Only three materials are used to create the everlasting vibrant colors: 
germanium, plastic, and protective coatings. The printer will be able to 
print 127,000 dots per inch; it will also be able to reach up to 20,000 DPI, 
which is much larger than an ink printer. The printer can also create 50 
by 50 micrometer images. Images created by the machine will also have 
large color contrasts. It could also be helpful encrypting information in the 
germanium seal. This technology may not be as useful in a regular household 
but it will probably very helpful in schools, laboratories, and art studios.

Online Shopping Could Kill Malls
By: Layla Caruso

	 We’ve	 all	 heard	 of	 the	 popular	 shopping	 website	 called	
“Amazon”	right?	What	if	I	 told	you,	 that	when	you	buy	something	off	
amazon,	you're	decreasing	the	mall	population	by	2%.	Due	to	so	many	
people shopping online, shopping malls are slowly becoming less 
populated when  compared to mall attendance before online shopping. 
According	 to	 CNN,	 "Between	 20%	 and	 25%	 of	American	malls	 will	
close	within	five	years".	According	to	a	new	report	out	this	week	from	
Credit	Suisse,	as	malls	close,	online	sales	will	grow	from	17%	of	retail	
sales	today	to	35%	by	2030.	However,	not	all	hope	is	lost	for	the	mall	
due to malls adding popular companies such as apple, H&M, and Zara.

The GCMS Safari
By: Hailey Olshefsky

 
 On May 24th and 25th, 2017 the GCMS ABC club hosts the 
ABC Expo. This year’s theme was safari. It included survivor mazes, 
games, voting booths for the homebase  projects and much more! 
Like	 every	 year	 this	 year	 included	 a	 pledge	 this	 year	 being	 “Wild.”	
 
Work together
Include everyone
Leave no one out
Distract the bully
 
 Ms. Greenwald and the members of the ABC club did an amazing 
job on making the our GCMS library transform in the a safari jungle. They 
pulled	off	a	rather	impawsible	act	and	made	it	seriously	PAWTASTIC.

The Manchester Bomb
By: Melina Papachristos

  On May 22, a suicide bombing was carried out at Manchester 
Arena in Manchester, England, at an Ariana Grande concert. The suicide 
bomber	was	identified	as	Salman	Ramadan	Abedi,	A	22-year-old	British-
Muslim. Abedi put pieces of shrapnel and nails in a device as to claim the 
lives of as many victims as possible.Out of the 14,200 fans who attended 
the concert, 23 fell victim to the attack. This included both adults and 
children. The dead included ten people under the age of twenty, the 
youngest an eight year old. 116 people were injured. Abedi was initially 
suspected of working within a terrorist network. Various people were 
arrested in connection with the incident, including Abedi’s own father 
and brother. Police later said that they believed he mostly worked alone. 
Mourning has spread throughout England. People from all over the world 
have	 sent	 their	 sympathy	and	condolences	 to	 those	who	have	 suffered	
from	 the	attack.	Ariana	Grande	posted	on	her	official	Twitter	 account:	
"broken.	 from	 the	 bottom	 of	my	 heart,	 I	 am	 so	 so	 sorry.	 I	 don't	 have	
words.”

The One Behind It All: Our Editor-In-Chief 
By: Kaelin Haggerty and Carly Codignotto

 Matthew Fiore, only thirteen years old, is the Editor-in-Chief 
of the Phoenix and The Ash Street News. The Phoenix newspaper is the 
Garden City Middle School’s Newspaper and The Ash Street News is 
his personal newspaper, that Matt made himself. Matt was inspired to 
make his own newspaper, after reading the book, The Landry News. 
When	Matt	began	writing	his	paper,	he	was	in	fourth	grade	and	sent	a	
word document to his family. Over time, it has morphed into a website 
known as The Ash Street News.	When	he	entered	sixth	grade	he	joined	
the Phoenix (newspaper) club, overseen by English teacher, Ms. Feerick. 
After joining, he was promoted from a reporter to assistant editor-
in-chief, and then to editor-in-chief in seventh grade. Besides being 
in charge of two newspapers, Matt has played the piano since he was 
four years old, is in two Regents courses, is part of Festival Chorus, 
is an employee of the Garden City Middle School student store, and 
is part of the National Junior Honor Society. Being Editor-in-Chief 
of the Phoenix consists of deciding what articles go in, designing the 
paper on Adobe In-Design, and of course, reporting himself. If you 
would like to view Matt’s own paper just ask him for the web address. 
Thanks Matt for all you do for the paper!! :)
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News
Tropical Deforestation

          By Caroline Canavan 
 Tropical forests of all varieties are disappearing rapidly. Humans 
clear the natural landscape to make room for farms and pastures, to harvest 
timber, and to build roads and houses. Although deforestation meets some 
human	needs,	 it	 also	 causes	major	problems,	 including	 social	 conflict,	
extinction of plants and animals, and climate change. These challenges 
aren’t just local. They are global. People have been deforesting the Earth 
for thousands of years, primarily to clear land for crops or livestock. 
Although tropical forests are located mostly in poorer countries, the 
wants	and	needs	of	the	global	population	affect	tropical	forests	as	well.	
Forests are cleared to harvest wood and to use the land for farms, roads 
and buildings. Government policies to encourage economic growth, 
like	 road	projects,	have	caused	significant,	unintentional	deforestation.	
Global economic factors can also encourage deforestation. These include 
things like foreign debt or expanding global markets for rainforest timber 
and	pulpwood.	When	more	people	want	 to	buy	those	goods,	people	 in	
tropical countries have a good reason to keep extracting them even if it 
means destroying the forest. On a local scale, organizations are working 
with forest communities to encourage low-impact agricultural activities. 
Parks and protected areas that draw tourists can provide employment and 
educational opportunities for local people. 

The Ariana Grande Concert Bombing
By: Kellin Reilly

 On May 22nd 2017, the worldwide superstar, Ariana Grande, 
was performing at the Manchester Arena in Manchester, England.  The 
suicide bomber was named as Salman Abedi, a 22 year-old British- 
Muslim.   This was the deadliest terror attack to hit the UK in 12 years.  
Salman	Abedi	attended	an	Ariana	Grande	concert	where	he	set	off	bombs	
that killed 22 people that were mainly children or young adults, and about 
59 were injured.  Abedi is believed to have died in the powerful bomb but 
officers	are	yet	to	officially	identify	his	remains.	The	authorities	are	now	
trying to track down Abedi’s associates.   French Interior Minister Gérard 
Collomb said that Abedi had proven links to ISIS. The Abedi family 
friend told CNN the two brothers wanted revenge for a friend who was 
killed	by	a	gang.	The	attack	caused	hundreds	of	people	to	flee	in	terror.		
Young children were separated by their parents in the chaos.  People all 
over the world have sent their sympathies and grievances to people that 
have	suffered	from	this	event.		

Fortunate Earthquake
By Nathan Au

	 It's	 hard	 to	find	positives	 from	a	major	 natural	 disaster,	 but	 an	
earthquake in New Zealand last year seems to have saved one local 
authority millions of dollars in coastal defenses. The Kaikoura earthquake 
of November 2016 had a measured magnitude of 7.8 and cost the lives of 
two	people	on	New	Zealand's	south	island.	However,	the	local	council	in	
the resort town of Kaikoura says that coastal uplift caused by the quake 
raised 120 km (75 miles) of coastline by between 3-26 feet, possibly 
putting	 previously	 at-risk	 infrastructure	 out	 of	 harm's	 way	 from	 sea	
erosion,	reports.	Local	mayor	Winston	Gray	stated	that	the	council	had	
previously expected to budget millions of dollars on the coastal erosion 
issue,	which	has	been	a	major	 concern	 for	 towns	along	South	 Island's	
east coast. "Now with the uplift, certainly it has taken the issue away for 
a	given	period	of	time,"	he	told	Radio	New	Zealand,	"How	long,	we	don't	
know.	“Environmental	scientists	say	they	are	still	collecting	and	studying	
data on the coastal issue, while restorative work is still ongoing to clear 
hazards and repair the estimated NZ$900m ($631m) worth of damage 
caused by the quake to roads, businesses and homes. However, the new 
coastline	isn't	to	everybody's	taste.	One	resident	in	Waipapa	Bay,	which	
saw a particularly dramatic uplift of eight meters says the virgin seafront 
is now an eyesore. "It is ugly, it is white, it is smelly. There are all these 
rock pools that are just slimy, green pools of the most hideous mosquitoes 
you've	ever	seen,"	she	told	Radio	NZ	last	month.

Ms. Feerick and her Journey to Become a Teacher 
By: Carly Codignotto, Kaelin Haggerty, Lauren Kuzma, and Matthew Fiore 

 Ms. Feerick is an eighth grade, English teacher at the Garden 
City	Middle	 School.	When	Ms.	 Feerick	was	 in	 her	 freshman	 year	 of	
high school, her English teacher inspired her by making Romeo and 
Juliet a relatable and interesting book. After growing up in a blue 
collar neighborhood, she was inspired by her neighbors to sign up for 
the police academy. She went through the police academy with her 
brother	and	stayed	a	cop	 for	five	years.	While	 she	knew	 it	wasn’t	 the	
job for her, she liked and trusted the people she worked with. Once Ms. 
Feerick’s	children	got	older,	she	decided	to	go	back	to	school.	While	her	
children were going through school, she saw how teachers really can 
make	a	difference	in	a	child's	life.	Wanting	to	be	able	to	help	kids	and	
make English interesting, she decided to become a teacher.  Ms. Feerick 
has been teaching at Garden City Middle School for the past seventeen 
years.	During	her	first	year,	she	taught	seventh	and	eighth	grade	English,	
but for the past few years, Ms. Feerick has been teaching eighth grade 
English.	When	Ms.	Feerick	started	working	here,	one	of	the	teachers	ran	
a	science	oriented	journalism	club.	When	he	retired,	Ms.	Feerick	took	
over the club and made it about all news. Then, in 2003 she created the 
Journalism Elective where students talk about news, write articles for 
the Garden City Middle School paper, and watch news clips. Besides 
teaching, Ms. Feerick likes to write and travel.  She is always looking 
for more students to join the Phoenix club! Lastly, we want to thank Ms. 
Feerick for being a great English And Journalism teacher!!! 

Diving
By: Cameron Yuen

 Diving is an unusual kind of sport in that most sports are 
physically demanding, and you need to be fast, or strong in order to be 
competitive. However, diving is all based on technique and accuracy. 
One mistake in the air and it can have a big consequence. A question I 
get	asked	a	lot,	is	“How	does	diving	work?”	or	“Why	don’t	you	just	do	
easy	dives	and	get	all	10s?”	Well,	diving	works	with	something	called	a	
degree	of	difficulty,	or	DD.	DD	is	a	multiplier	that	you	use	for	what	the	
judges score you. The scores range from 1-10 based on how high you 
jump, how vertical you go in, and visual appearance in the air. Then, DD 
comes in, and it multiplies the scores by the judges by how hard the dive 
is. Every single dive is set with a DD, and easier dives have low DD, and 
harder dives have higher DD. For example, a 401b (Inward Dive Pike) 
has a 1.5 DD. A 203c (Back 1 and Half Flips Tuck) is a 2.0. If you were 
to score three 7 sevens from the judges, you would get 31.5 points on the 
Inward Dive ((7+7+7)1.5=31.5) and you would get 42 points on the back 
1 and half ((7+7+7)2=42) That’s why it is worth having harder dives, 
but having harder dives means it is harder to execute them, so you have 
to	make	sure	you	compete	hard	dives	that	you	are	confident	with.	The	
groups of diving are separated from what direction you are going. Any 
dive that starts with a 1, is forward, 2 is back, 3 is reverse, 4 is inward, 
and	5	is	twister.	The	third	number	always	indicates	how	many	flips	you	
are doing. For example, you would take the number that is in the third 
spot	and	half	it,	then	you	would	have	how	many	flips	it	is.	(102=1	flip,	
104=	2	flips.	2/2=1,	4/2=2)	Twisters,	however	are	different	because	there	
are	4	digits,	not	3	like	the	other	4	groups.	The	first	digit	always	indicates	
that it is a twister, which is 5. The second digit indicates what position it 
is	(Remember	1,	2	,3,	4).	The	third	digit	indicates	how	many	flips	it	is.	
The fourth digit indicates how many twists it is. The twist works as the 
same	formula	as	flips	(x=third	digit,	y=number	of	flips	or	twists,	x/2=y).	
Now, every dive has a letter at the end that indicates what position it is 
in.	The	letter	“a”	indicates	the	dive	is	 in	a	straight	position.	The	letter	
“b”	 indicates	 the	 dive	 is	 in	 pike	 position.	The	 letter	 “c”	 indicates	 the	
dive	 is	 in	 tuck	 position.	The	 final	 letter	 “d”	 indicates	 a	 free	 position,	
which means you can do whatever position you’d like. However, you 
can only do the free position on twisters, and normally doing twisters in 
tuck or pike don’t look good, so people usually do them in straight, or do 
a slight-pike. Diving can seem very complicated at times, which it is, but 
continually practicing makes perfect.
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Adventureland Trip

Eighth Grade Invades Adventureland
By Jimmy Vinciguerra 

	 The	eighth	grade	end	of	the	year	field	trip	caught	the	
attention of many students. The majority of the eighth graders 
criticized the change in location from the New York City Boat 
Trip to Adventureland.  But after going to the amusement park, 
most of the eighth graders had a change in heart.  Adventureland 
has entertained the people of Long Island since 1962.  Popular 
attractions include the Frisbee and the Turbulence, which is the only 
seat-turning roller coaster on Long Island.  
 To say the students had a fun time is an understatement as 
the	eighth	grade	enjoyed	all	the	wonders	of	the	park.		“It	was	very	
enjoyable.  Everyone liked it while we were there,” replies Mathew 
Fiore.  Another eighth grader, Micah Bozkurtian can only describe 
the	variety	of	over	25	rides	and	attractions	in	one	way.	“It	was	
exhilarating,” he says. The trip was a major success and was fun for 
everyone, students and teachers included.  
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Be Yourself
By: Juliette Valdez

 My name is Juliette Valdez. You might know me; you might not. But the 
question	is	“How	do	you	know	me”?	Is	it	because	I’m	in	your	classes,	or	maybe	
you know me through a friend, or maybe it’s because I can’t use my left arm. It’s 
a problem I’ve had since I was only three months old and nearly died of a stroke. 
But this article isn’t all about me. It’s about everyone. Anyone who’s been judged 
or bullied because of a problem they have.

Confidence
 You don’t have to be that girl or boy that hides in the shadows anymore, afraid of 
what other people might think of you. I was, for years, turning myself down. 
“Look	at	me!	I’m	not	pretty!”	
“No	one	likes	me…	Sure,	everyone	knows	me,	but	not	for	the	right	reasons!”	
Are just some of the quotes I remember saying. I wished I could see what my 
friends	did.	And	now,	I	think	I	do.	You	should	be	confident.	Stand	up	for	yourself	
when	bullied	or	judged.	Be	social	and	make	new	friends.	Ask	your	crush	out—
Well,	you	can.	I	won’t.	Anyway,	you	have	a	voice;	make	sure	everyone	hears	it.	
You shouldn’t be embarrassed to be who you are. I shouldn’t be embarrassed that 
I	can	only	use	one	arm.	You	shouldn’t	be	embarrassed	because	you’re	a	different	
color, or because you’re not as skinny as you’d like to be, or you wear glasses. 
Because	you	should	be	proud	of	who	you	are.	I	should	have	said	things	like…
“I	am	pretty	and	proud	to	be	me.”
“If	people	don’t	like	me,	that’s	their	problem.	Cuz	I	have	a	d—n	good	personality!”
Don’t try to change the way you are. I asked my mom several times to straighten 
or dye my hair.
“Mama,	the	only	way	my	‘beautiful’	hair	gets	anybody’s	attention,	is	if	I	accidently	
whip someone in the face!”
Honestly,	the	best	trend	is	your	own.	I	should	have	said…
“My	hair	is	perfect	the	just	way	it	is.”

Help
Independence is always important. Trying to do things on your own can help you 
prepare for the outside world. You want to be smart, independent, maybe even be 
the hero and change the world someday. But sometimes when you’re handling 
a	difficult	situation,	 it	can	be,	well,	difficult.	Sometimes	part	of	being	a	hero	 is	
knowing when to accept help. Bullying is hard and don’t be afraid to ask for help. 
A parent, teacher, or councelor can help greatly. Put a stop to this just after it starts. 
Keeping	it	to	yourself	can	put	you	through	more	pain.	Whether	it’s	physically	or	
mentally, it still hurts.

Don’t become the bully
Being bullied is no fun but don’t take it out on other people. Bullies are just 
insecure people that have been hurt themselves. They hurt other people to make 
them feel better about themselves. Don’t let them manipulate you or change the 
wonderful person you are. 
My	name	is	Juliette	Valdez	and	I'm	proud	to	be	me.	Who	are	you?	Are	you	proud	
to be you?
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GCMS CrossFit Intramurals:
All grades invited to join.

Working	Together,	Getting	Stronger,	
Having Fun!!!

Monday	and	Wednesday	Mornings	
starting at 7:30 in the Fitness Center with 

Mr. Tullo

Career Day

Outsiders Day
Art Show


